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Abstract  

One of the highly important elements of electrical system networks is the power transformer. There is an 

increasing amount of research being done on early warning systems and faults detection because the failure of 

these elements can ground economic activities. More so, using dissolved gas analysis (DGA) as one of the 

mostly used conventional techniques is deficient in locating these incipient faults as this may be caused by a 

variety of factors which includes but not limited to imbalance problem, inadequate and overlap in the DGA 

datasets, thereby restricts its capacity to obtain precise diagnosis. Therefore, this paper proposed an ensemble 

machine learning methods for incipient faults prediction using DGA datasets comprising 166 samples and eight 

variables. This research compares the accuracies of four ensemble machine learning methods: Bagging, 

Adaboost, Stacking, and Voting methods using multilayer perceptron and support vector machines respectively. 

The results obtained ranges from 90.50% to 100% with the Adaboost (MLP) achieving the highest accuracy, 

whilst the misclassification percentage ranges from 1.62% - 18.06% with Stacking method as the least 

performing. In the end, our findings highlighted the importance of the use of ensemble methods and has future 

prospects for further advancement. 
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1.   Introduction 

 

Electrical transformers are inert device that 

uses electromagnetic induction to help move 

electrical energy between circuits. It is a costly 

and crucial part of the production, 

transmission, and distribution of electricity [1]. 

Power transformers undergo considerable 

mechanical, thermal, and electrical strain 

during operations and can eventually 

malfunction if not early detected. Failures of 

the power transformer not only stop the energy 

from flowing continuously, but also put the 

security and stability of the entire power 

system in jeopardy. Furthermore, these 

damages may result in significant losses for 

society and the economy at large [2]. A non-

invasive method used for finding these 

transformers’ faults, known as Dissolved gas 

analysis (DGA), are used to detect the gases 

emitted [1, 34, 35] in certain measurable 

quantity. Certain gases leak out in detectable 

amounts as a result of the insulation materials 

degrading due to heat produced by the 

transformer when in operation. Some of the 

major gases most frequently used for analysis, 

but not limited to, are Methane (CH4), ethane 

(C2H6), ethylene (C2H4), hydrogen (H2), 

acetylene (C2H2), carbon monoxide (CO), and 

carbon dioxide (CO2) and are expressed and 

measured in parts per million (ppm) [3, 37]. 

The Dornenburg approach, Rogers' method, 

key gas method, Duval Triangle method, and 

IEC ratios are well-known conventional 

techniques for analyzing DGA data [4], but are 

unreliable due to their variability of results.  

 

Furthermore, these techniques mostly depend 

on the technical expertise of human specialists, 

and they also run the risk of misidentifying the 

kind or degree of problems, time consuming 

and produces variable results [1, 36]. As a 

result, a variety of researches leveraging 

artificial intelligent (AI) techniques have 

introduced different modelling frameworks to 

effectively deal with some of these challenges 

[38]. Some of the intelligent machine learning 
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algorithms includes Multiplayer perceptron 

neural networks (MLPNN), support vector 

machines (SVM), fuzzy theory, Adaptive 

Fuzzy-Neural Inference System, and the 

combination of other machine learning (ML) 

algorithms [5], e.g., hybrid, ensemble and 

cascaded models. The effectiveness of these 

algorithms have been the subject of numerous 

investigations which has led to the continued 

development for new effective intelligent 

techniques for better maintenance of the power 

distribution systems and are still ongoing [38]. 

However, these models are not robust nor 

stable due to lack of diversity. 

 

Generally, machine learning algorithms are 

categorized into supervised, unsupervised and 

reinforcement used mainly to resolve complex 

classification and regression problems due to 

their automated and intelligent decision-

making capabilities.  However, the challenges 

faced are not limited to the following: 

increased complexities, increased error rates 

and false positives, inability to deal with big 

data problems and large feature sizes which 

may reduce performance. To the best of the 

authors’ knowledge, only very few articles 

applied the ensemble machine learning 

methods – a method of combining different 

ML algorithms – to address these problems 

and create diversity capable of yielding robust 

and scalable model for increased predictive 

accuracy as evident in the literature [61]. 

Motivated by these limitations, this paper 

proposed an intelligent ensemble of machine 

learning methods for power transformer 

incipient faults prediction using SVM and 

MLP as suggested by [49] and [40]. 

 

2.    Related Works 

 

The important role played by transformer in 

the power industries has motivated more 

researchers into conducting studies geared 

towards the development of different artificial 

intelligence and machine learning techniques 

for DGA interpretation. This section presents 

related works.  

 

In Tran et al., [38] a literature review of the 

health status of distribution transformers with 

regards to current methodologies was 

conducted. Tran et al., posited that in recent 

years, AI techniques have shown to be 

indispensable in developing powerful models 

towards making real-time monitoring next-

generation system equipped with high levels of 

reliability, intelligence, sensitivity, and 

cheapness. Zhang et al., [56] conducted a 

systematic review on the application of 

artificial intelligence techniques for DGA-

based diagnostics for solving intractable 

problems in early transformer fault diagnosis 

with regard to the use of neural, clustering, 

support vector machine, etc. Zhang et al., 

observed that the DGA data does not fully 

reflect the transformer status, and needs to be 

combined with new monitoring data for more 

effective fault diagnostics.  

 

Li [57] did a comprehensive review of the 

current state of the art in transformer fault 

diagnosis (TFD) providing valuable insights 

into the importance of TFD and the role of AI 

in ensuring the reliability operation of power 

systems. The study suggested that to improve 

the accuracy and reliability of transformer 

fault diagnosis, effective maintenance and 

reduce downtime, the integration of different 

diagnostic tools and techniques, including AI 

and DGA holds good prospect in the future.  

 

Esteves et al., [40] presented a comprehensive 

review pertaining to the usage of ML systems 

for fault data analytics to ascertain the most 

relevant methods. Their study shows that the 

concatenation of two distinct fields of 

knowledge (e.g. AI) can provide useful 

insights for a wide range of scientific experts 

in any field. The authors study served as a 

guideline to expand the usability of ML for 

power transformers and motivation for further 

AI applications.  

 

Zhang et al., [42] did a comprehensive review 

of the development of AI technology 

represented by expert systems, ML, 

uncertainty, reasoning, intelligent optimization 

techniques, etc. In the study, Zhang et al., 

posited that in the context of the era of big data 

in electric power transformer, data mining, and 

analysis of power transformer state, data can 

provide operation and maintenance 

management of equipment for important 

decision support. However, the authors 

suggested focusing on strengthening the 

management and maintenance of status data, 

and exploration of effective new monitoring 

methods so as to further promote the 

intelligent development of power equipment 
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status maintenance. Furthermore, a 

multinomial DGA classifier for incipient fault 

detection in oil-impregnated power 

transformers was proposed in Odong et al., 

[1]. Apte et al., [13] combined Roger’s ratio 

and IEC ratio, and fuzzy inference system 

(FIS) in their work. While FIS system showed 

improved efficiency for diagnosing power 

transformer faults, the models are not adaptive. 

Whereas the application of KosaNET, an 

ensemble model based on decision trees used 

for the classification of the multinomial data 

obtained was 99.98% accuracy.   

 

In Bouchaoui et al., [6], the traditional IEC 

and Roger’s ration techniques combined with 

machine learning algorithms - neural network 

increased efficiency from 20% to 70% and 

40% to 70% for the IEC and Roger’s ratios 

method respectively. However, the system was 

prone to produce misleading results. The 

Parzen window estimation technique was 

applied in Islam et al., [4] to increase 

performance and compared with the traditional 

methods. Their approach obtained a 95% 

accuracy. However, a small sample size was 

used.  

 

Wagh and Deshpande [7], used a back-

propagation radial basis function and an 

adaptive ANFIS and obtained a 98.85% 

accuracy. However, there was no validation 

and the ANFIS is slow. The study of Muthi et 

al., [8] adopted the multilayer perceptron 

(MLP) model, and compared the results with 

the Doernenburg ratio and Rogers ratio. The 

results showed that MLP performed far better 

than others even without tuning the model’s 

parameters. Ghoneim and Taha, [11] 

developed a new approach for DGA technique 

based on the gas concentrations to obtain 

higher agreement accuracy than traditional 

DGA techniques, and obtained an overall 

accuracy of 84.70%.  

 

Aburaghiega et al., [12] applied fuzzy logic 

with an accuracy rate of 99%, however, their 

limitation is that there was no learning and 

adaptation. Faiz and Soleimani [15], 

introduced ANN with fuzzy systems using 

Duval pentagon method and fuzzy inference 

system in obtaining improved performance. 

However, the model lacks explain-ability, 

interpret-ability whilst their fuzzy model lacks 

learning and adaptability. Rokani and 

Kaminaris, [5] applied a fuzzy inference 

system (FIS), artificial neural network (ANN), 

and adaptive ANFIS among others.  

 

Different ML techniques investigated in 

Rajora et al., [39] were used for the effective 

asset management in power distribution 

systems. Although, the ML algorithms 

examined, shared the requirement of needing 

large input datasets for training these models 

in obtaining good results, however, they have 

shown in the study to be potentially significant 

for optimizing ML processes especially with 

large dataset which is a disruptive evolving 

area of research in recent years offering a 

promising performance in upcoming years.  

 

The works of Senoussaoui et al., [41] used J48 

decision tree and random forest (RF) to 

develop a new, simple, and effective ML 

approach to monitor the condition of 

transformer oils based on some aging 

indicators. The authors used k-means to 

transform the dataset, afterwards principle 

component analysis (PCA) was applied before 

correlation-based feature selection algorithm 

for filtering purpose, and then modeled with 

RF. Although, RF performed better than J48 

classifier, the work was offline and 

characterized by poor dataset. Valencia et al., 

[43] compared four different ML techniques 

(SVM, ANN, LR, and RF) to help determine 

electrical faults of a mechanical stressed three-

phased power transformers’ winding 

conductors. Their study showed that RF 

obtained the most accurate results. However, 

the errors were high as it was due to low 

values of stress mainly as a result of the big 

difference between the maximum and 

minimum stresses limiting the model training.  

 

Alyunov and Vyatkina [44], presented an 

ANN model for identifying the parameters of 

mathematical models of power transformers 

and obtained improved accuracy. Chen et al., 

[45] proposed a transformer oil temperature 

prediction model based on empirical mode 

decomposition-bidirectional long short-term 

memory (EMB-BiLSTM). The EMB-BiLSTM 

model outperformed the traditional LSTM, 

BiLSTM, EMD-BP, and Wavelet Transform 

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (WT-

BiLSTM) methods, demonstrating an effective 

and accurate predictive model. However, the 

transformer’s functioning condition was not 
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included in their predictive study. Xing et al., 

[46] observed low data quality, binary 

classification effect, and small sample learning 

as critical limitation to fault prediction or 

power transformers. The study proposed a 

predictive model based on DGA 

chromatography data using Mish-SN 

Temporal Convolutional Network (MSTCN) 

obtaining better results and providing new 

insights for fault prediction. However, the 

study was characterized by longer training 

time and model complexity problems.  

 

Asad and Fareeh [47], also observed that 

common single models used for the predictive 

maintenance of transformer include DGA, 

ANN, SVM, and multi class least square 

support vector machine. The proposed work is 

based on linear regression and principle 

component analysis (PCA) using two different 

approaches: phase A voltage’s magnitude and 

phase B current’s magnitude. The results 

obtained showed improvement, however, more 

advanced techniques were suggested so as to 

further improve accuracy. Ofori et al., [50] 

proposed a predictive ML model for the health 

monitoring of power transformer using SVM, 

K nearest neighbour (kNN), Logistic 

Regression (LR) and RF. The RF obtained a 

94.4% accuracy. However, the work observed 

that the life span of a power transformer is 

affected by the hot-spot temperature and 

suggested the use of other advanced ML tools 

for improvement.  

 

Aizpurua et al., [48] observed that the existing 

analytic models for Hot-Spot Temperature 

(HST), which determine the remaining useful 

life (RUL) of transformer insulation paper, 

calculation are not always accurate due to the 

inability to generalize the properties of 

transformers operating in different contexts. 

The authors presented a novel transformer 

condition assessment approach integrating 

uncertainty modelling, data-driven forecasting 

models and model-based experimental models 

to increase the prediction accuracy and handle 

uncertainty. The forecasting results showed 

that extreme gradient boosting (XGB) 

algorithm best captures the non-linearities of 

the thermal model and improves the accuracy 

among other approaches. Mateus et al., [49] 

observed that it is possible to predict the health 

status or fault types in transformers by 

analyzing oil sample. The study combined 

Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Neural Network 

techniques in making informed decision in the 

early detection of failures in transformers. 

Mateus et al., obtained a 95% accuracy and 

highlights the importance of the predictive 

maintenance model. However, the authors 

suggested the exploration of other 

classification models and the introduction of 

larger datasets to build confidence in the 

results obtained. Bjelic et al., [51] assessed the 

health of power transformer based on sweep 

frequency response analysis using 

experimental data obtained from power 

transformers with interval short-circuit faults.  

 

The work classified and divided the examined 

power transformer state into groups with 

similar state and probability of failure using k-

means cluster methods and applied ANN and 

ANFIS to detect fault severity of power 

transformers of different lifetime. The ANFIS 

and ANN results obtained were better than k-

means and cluster methods when compared. 

However, the authors suggested focusing on 

testing new algorithms on a greater number of 

power transformers of different ages and 

conditions towards achieving predictive 

maintenance based on automatic and timely 

decision-making model for the proper time-

based maintenance planning system (TBM).  

 

Balasubramanian et al., [52] observed that 

despite the predictive maintenance practices 

through the implementation of various 

condition-based maintenance activities in 

monitoring and maintaining power 

transformers, some transformer defects are still 

left undetected especially at the early stages. 

The study developed a predictive system as 

part of the condition-based maintenance to 

prioritize transformers that are undergoing 

more severe deterioration before permanent 

irreversible damage occurs. Five ML 

algorithms were evaluated using LR, DT, RF, 

adaptive Boosting, and XGB respectively. RF 

obtained and maintained the highest accuracy 

performance.  

 

Wang et al., [53] observed that traditional 

operation and maintenance tools lack effective 

predictive capabilities for potential faults; and 

the scarcity of existence fault data makes it 

difficult to apply ML techniques effectively 

too. As a result, their study proposed a novel 

approach that leverages the knowledge graph 
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(KG) technology in combination with gradient 

boosting trees (GBDT) to efficiently learn 

from a small set of high-dimensional data, 

integrating various factors influencing 

transformer faults and historical operational 

data. Experimental results showed that their 

proposed method outperformed other learning 

approaches in predictive accuracy, such as 

ANN and LR, offering significant 

improvements in progressiveness, practicality, 

and potential for widespread application. 

However, their proposal lacks generalization 

ability.  

 

Aning et al., [54] presented a predictive 

distribution transformer failure detection 

model before its expected years in service. 

Aning et al., discovered that the most 

significant factors that determine the number 

of years left for a distribution transformer to 

fail are rate-of-faulty-occurrence, type-of-

faults-sustained and Tap-changer-type. The 

proposed model obtained an RMSE and 

MAPE of 0.001639 and 0.001321 respectively. 

However, the study was limited with data 

scarcity which affected the prediction accuracy 

of the study. Suwarno et al., [55] observed 

different conclusions for the same oil sample 

characterizing the various DGA interpretation 

techniques: Doernenburg Ratio (DR), Roger 

Ratio (RR), IEC Ratio (IR), Duval Triangle 

(DT), and Duval Pentagon Methods (DPM) 

respectively, and results to out-of-code 

condition if any of the used gases fall outside 

the specified limits.  

 

Suwarno et al., proposed a multi-method based 

on the scoring index and random forest 

machine learning principles and achieved an 

average of 96%, 93.4% accuracy and 

consistency respectively surpassing the 

conventional methods (DR, RR, IT, DT, and 

DP). However, the proposed method was 

based on limited dataset, lacking 

generalization ability. Moni and Gouri [58], 

proposed mathematical methods comprising of 

ML and DL models to predict the degradation 

of transformer oil. However, their study was 

limited by the insufficient amount of dataset. 

Tata and Mansour [59], proposed a novel 

optimized ML method for power transformer 

faulty diagnosis. The study employs the DT, 

discriminant analysis, naïve Bayes, SVMs 

kNN, and ensemble classification methods 

with four data transformation techniques 

which comprised of logarithmic, 

normalization, standardization, and gas 

percentage transformations. The proposed 

model shows superiority over conventional 

methods with the SVM and ensemble 

obtaining 90.61% using the gas percentage 

transformation better than other techniques.  

 

Ngwenyama and Gitau [60], identified 

incipient faults in oil-immersed transformers 

(OITs) using ML algorithms and DGA data. 

The study showed enhanced diagnostic trust 

with an accuracy of 87.7%, 86.2% and 84.1% 

for Bagged Trees, Fine kNN, and Quadratic 

SVM, respectively.  

 

Despite the several ML techniques used in the 

literature, there has been a few application of 

ensemble learning algorithms applied in power 

transformer faults detection [59, 60]. 

Motivated by these drawbacks the various 

ensemble learning methods were investigated 

towards building confidence in accuracy and 

reliability in fault predictive ensemble models 

using SVM and MLP as one of the most 

commonly used classifiers. 

 

3. Methodology  

 

This section outlines the general methodology 

of our suggested approach as well as the 

primary research component. Figure 1 depicts 

the suggested system’s architecture. 

 

3.1  Data Discription 

The IEC-TC 10 dataset source was obtained 

from [17, 20] which consists of 166 instances 

and 8 features. Seven features are independent 

variables while the last attribute represents the 

observed fault. From the dataset, six classes 

were identified as follows: normal state, partial 

discharge (PD), discharge of low energy (D1), 

high energy discharge (D2), thermal fault 

below 300°C and Thermal Fault above 300°C 

but below 700°C (T1&T2) and thermal Fault 

above 700°C (T3) [17,18]. The datasets were 

split into 60% training 40% testing 

respectively 
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Figure 2: A typical machine learning framework 

3.2  Preprocessing the data 

The preprocessing of the data was carried in 

this section to prevent bias, and ensure high-

quality data is applied to machine learning. 

First, the median imputation technique is used 

to fill-up missing values using Equation 1. 

Second, the synthetic minority oversampling 

technique (SMOTE) was applied using 

Equation 2. After applying SMOTE, our 

dataset was increased to 300 having 60 

samples for each fault types. Finally, the 

obtained dataset was normalized using 

Equation 3.  

 

  (1) 

  (2) 

    (3) 

 

where  is the normalized value of the 

original data point ,  is the lowest 

value of the whole dataset,  is the 

highest value of the whole dataset . 

 

 

 

3.3  Modeling 

Figure 2 depicts the machine learning 

framework used in this paper. The processing 

is an iterative step leading up to modeling and 

evaluation. Four different ensemble methods: 

AdaBoost [23], Boosting [29], Stacking [28], 

and Soft voting [30], were adopted in this 

study using two classification algorithms: 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) [19, 6]. Bagging and 

Boosting uses different models to reduce error 

and optimizes the model. Whilst bagging 

techniques combines multiple models trained 

on either same or different subsets of data, the 

boosting trains the model sequentially, 

focusing on the error made by previous model. 

Stacking supplies the predictions of the 

different base models as input to a meta-

model. Logistic regression was adopted as the 

meta learner. Equations 4 to 7 represents the 

AdaBoost, Boosting, Stacking and (simple) 

Soft Voting ensemble methods, whilst the 

MLP and SVM are depicted in Equations 8, 9, 

and 10 respectively. The "one-vs-rest" method 

of multi-class SVM classification was used in 

this study [23, 24, 28, 33]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: System architecture of the proposed methodology 
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  (4) 

 (5) 

  (6) 

   (7) 

 

Where  is classifier,  is number of learning 

rounds,  is instance variables,  is the 

weight, is the set of hypothesis,  is class 

value,  is the indicator function which 

takes 1 if dot ) is true, and 0 otherwise, 

 is the sign function which tales -1,1, 

and 0 when dot(.)<0, dot(.)>0 and dot  = 0, 

respectively.  where individual 

classifier  outputs a 1-dimensional vector 

 

. 

, 

 I=1,…,l, 0   (8) 

   (9) 

  (10) 

 

where  are the network inputs;  translate 

the weight-connection between the input 

neuron  and the neighbouring hidden neuron 

;  is the bias of the  hidden neuron,  is 

the output of the network, and  is the 

transfer function or also called activation 

function. 

 

4. Performance Evaluation Methods 

 

This study applied confusion matric (CM) for 

performance evaluation of our proposed 

models. Equations 11 to 14 depicts the 

accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure 

respectively. The Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) curve was also applied 

[1,19,31]. The measures are binary 

classification systems used to classify 

examples into positive or negative cases on the 

1 vs All approach. 

 

  (11) 

   (12) 

     (13) 

  (14) 

 

5. Results and Discussions 
 

The results from utilizing machine algorithms 

and ensemble model for classification of 

power transformer faults are discussed in this 

section. All experiments were conducted on an 

8th-generation Core i5 machine running a 

Linux operating system. We deployed Jupyter 

Notebook with the Python programming 

language to implement our machine learning 

models. These models' classification 

performance was experimented using default 

parameter values in the Jupyter Notebook API 

environment, and measured.  

 

5.1    Results 

 

The results obtained from the analysis of the 

study are presented in Tables 1 and 2 

respectively. Table 1 shows the results of the 

different ensemble models adopted in this 

study with respect to accuracy, precision, 

recall and F1-scores. The comparative analysis 

between the proposed model and existing 

studies are illustrated in Table 2. Whilst 

Figures 3 and 4 captures the graphical 

representation of the test results in the tables. 

 

5.2  Discussion 

 

The performance of Adaboost (MLP) showed 

improved accuracy of 100% as the highest 

achieving this feat after several runs. This high 

performance was obtained as a result of the 

ability of ensemble method to induce high 

variability among diverse base classifiers and 

the assumption that the diversity among 

hypothesis improves overall performance 

compared to base models. The Adaboost 

(MLP) was boosted for up to 50 iterations to 

achieving the high performance. The stacking 

and voting ensemble models obtained 97.52% 

and 97.42% accuracy respectively.  

 

Whilst, bagged (SVM), bagged (MLP), and 

Adaboost (SVM) obtained 90.5%, 90.5%, and 

97.5% respectively. Also, while bagging 

creates an ensemble of training individual 

classifiers on a bootstrapped sample from the 

training set generated by random selection 

with replacement of instances of the training 

set; in boosting, sampling is proportional to the 

weight of an instance. The results obtained by 

the ensemble models shows that diversity was 

injected homogeneously therefore building 

stability and confidence of the results as 

posited in [62, 63, 64].  

 

Our results prove that bagging and boosting 

ensemble learning methods guarantees good 

experimental results due to the strong 
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theoretical background. Comparing our 

proposed model and existing model, ours 

shows to be the highest performing model and 

closely followed by the works in [1,12,13] 

respectively. Other metrics used like the 

precision, recall, and F1-score values obtained 

are indicative of the stability and confidence of 

the ensemble models as shown in the study. 

While the highest values were 98.05%, 

98.88%, 98.89%, 96.45%, 89.90%, and 

89.80% for Adaboost (MLP), stacking, 

Adaboost (SVM), voting, bagged (SVM), and 

bagged (MLP) follows sequentially. 

 

The class-wise distribution of the predictive 

performance of the classification models on 

the test dataset is shown in Figures 5 to 10 

depicting their confusion matrix respectively. 

Figure 5 depicts Bagged (MLP) with an 

average accuracy of 98.06% and 1.94% 

misclassification error as the fourth 

performing model and its ROCAUC curve 

graphically depicted in Figure 14 respectively. 

The Bagged (SVM) represented in Figure 6 

achieved 92.22% and 7.78% average accuracy 

and error respectively and its ROCAUC curve 

shown in Figure 13. Adaboost (MLP) shown 

in Figure 7 obtained an average accuracy of 

100% with no misclassification as the best 

ensemble model and its ROCAUC graphically 

depicted in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 8 shows an average accuracy of 98.33 

with a 1.67% error rate for bagged (SVM), and 

its ROCAUC curve shown in Figure 6. The 

Stacking model shown in Figure 9 achieved an 

average accuracy of 81.94% with an average 

error of 18.06% respectively, and the 

ROCAUC is illustrated in Figure 15. Lastly, 

the average accuracy and misclassification for 

the voting ensemble is depicted in Figure 10 as 

97.77% and 2.23% while the ROCAUC 

captured in Figure 16 respectively

. 

 

Table 1: Evaluation comparison of the models implemented 

 

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1_Score 

Bag (SVM) 90.50 89.90 85.50 85.70 

Bag (MLP) 90.50 89.80 85.54 85.71 

Adaboost (SVM) 97.50 96.45 95.40 95.50 

Adaboost (MLP) 100 98.05 98.88 98.89 

Stacking 97.52 97.21 96.52 96.62 

Voting 97.42 96.94 96.10 96.11 

 
Table 2: Comparative Analysis 

 

Models Proposed Model 

Adaboost (MLP) 

[1] [5] [7] [9] [12] [13] 

Accurac

y (%) 

100 99.98 97.5 98.85 85.71 99 99.98 
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Figure 3: Performance metrics of Proposed models 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Comparison of Proposed and existing models 

                  5: Bagging (MLP)                                           Figure 6: Bagging (SVM) 

 

             Figure 7: Adaboost (MLP)                                 Figure 8: Adaboost (SVM) 
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Figure 9: Stacking of MLP & SVM                               Figure 10: Voting Ensemble 

 

Figure 11: Adaboost (SVM) ROC curve                Figure 12: Adaboost (MLP) ROC curve 

 

 

Figure 13: Bagging (SVM) ROC curve               Figure 14: Bagging (MLP) ROC curve 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Stacking ROC curve    Figure 16: Stacking ROC curve 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

The present study showcases the progress 

made in classifying power transformer faults 

by employing ensemble techniques in using 

dissolved gas analysis datasets preprocessed 

with SMOTE and normalization techniques. 

To find the best performing model for the 

classification task, we developed and tested 

the ensemble of SVM and MLP models for 

Bagging, AdaBoost, Stacking, and Voting 

ensemble methods respectively. The results 
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clearly showed that, the AdaBoost ensemble of 

the MLP obtained 100% accuracy after several 

iterations outperforming other existing 

methods from the literature. In future studies, 

we would like to introduce other ML 

techniques as well as computational 

algorithms for parameter tuning on reliable 

real-world datasets and compare the ensemble 

approaches to ascertain the best performing 

model. Also, we would like to curate the data 

obtained, apply cross validation methods and 

focus on the addressing the optimization of 

model’s parameters for improved 

performance. 
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